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A Good Staple Marzipan Recipe
A Mighty Fine Apple Sauce
A Really Good Stuffing
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A Velvety Velouté
Afghan Yoghurt Chicken
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Bangkok Chicken Marinade
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Beer Batter
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Black Cod with Plum Miso
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Blond Rocky Road
Blue Cheese & Toasted Pecan Butter
Breaded Lamb Cutlets with Salsa Verde
Butter Caramel & Honeycomb Ice Cream
Buttercream Icing
Chapattis
Chateaubriand of Tuna with Tomato Hollandaise & Zucchini Fritti
Cheat’s Flaky Pastry
Chewy Ginger & White Chocolate Cookies
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Chicken Katsu Curry
Chicken Satay Noodle Soup
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Mayonnaise
Mexican Chicken Tortilla Soup
Milk-Roasted Pork with Cinnamon, Orange & Bay
Millionaire’s Shortbread with Rosemary-Infused Salted Caramel
Mint Sauce
Mixed Vegetables with Chilli Honey Butter
Moroccan Chicken Couscous
Mussels with Cider & Cream
Muttar Paneer
My Cheat’s Caesar Salad Dressing
My Mum’s Chorizo, Pepper & Rice Stuffing for Chicken
Nasi Goreng
Open Lasagne with Crab & Prawns in Pink Sauce
Pancakes
Pancetta, Borlotti Bean & Radicchio Risotto
Pan-Fried Duck Breast with Flatbread, Soured Cream & Salad
Pan-Fried Halloumi with Black Bean, Avocado & Chilli Salsa
Pan-Fried Plaice with Prawn, Lime & Chilli Butter
Pan-Fried Scallops with Chorizo, Apples & Mashed Potatoes
Parma Ham & Sage-Wrapped Veal with Tomato Spaghetti
Passion Fruit Curd
Peach, Raspberry & Almond Slump
Perfect Roast Potatoes
Perfect Scrambled Eggs
Peri Peri Marinade
Pineapple Cake with Lime-Soured Cream Frosting
Pink Soup with Soured Cream & Chives

Posh Tomato Soup with Cappelletti
Proper Beef Stew
Proper Meat Ragù
Purple Sprouting Broccoli with Stilton Sauce
Raspberry Coulis
Red Cabbage with Apples & Sultanas
Reese’s Peanut Butter Cupcakes
Rich Chocolate Sauce
Roasted Aubergine, Mint & Yoghurt Salad
Roasted Carrots with Orange & Turmeric
Roasted Pork Belly with Apple, Plum & Star Anise Sauce
Roasted Pork Belly with Black Rice Vinegar & Asian Greens
Root Vegetable Röstis
Rosewater & Cardamom Crème Brûlée with Pistachios
Salted Butterscotch Sauce
Scones
Simple Tomato Sauce
(Slightly Better for you) Southern Fried Chicken (& Gravy)
Smoked Haddock & Crevette Fishcakes with a Poached Egg
Smoked Ham & Piccalilli Salad
Smoked Salmon, Goat’s Cheese & Pea Tart
Soda Bread
Spiced Mango-Roasted Ham
Spiced Red Onion Jam
Sticky Banoffee Pudding
Sticky Barbecue Chicken Wings with Blue Cheese Dressing & Celery
Sticky Thai Chicken & Mango Salad
Strawberry & Tarragon Jam
Sunny’s (Legendary) Chicken Curry
Super-Duper Sausage Rolls
Sweating Onions (& Carrots, Celery & Leeks)
Taleggio & Sage-Stuffed Pork Chops with Roasted Apples
Tempura Batter
Teriyaki Asparagus
Thai Chilli, Lime, Coriander & Mint Butter
Thai Green Curry – The Genuine Article

The Perfect Boiled Egg
The Perfect Fried Egg
The Perfect Poached Egg
Traditional Gravy
Vanilla Butter Biscuits
Victoria Sponge
Vietnamese Prawns & Lemongrass
White Chicken Stock
White Chocolate & Honeycomb Cheesecake
Yorkshire Pudding

ABOUT THE BOOK
Gizzi Erskine’s magic touch is simple – but effective. Instead of just dazzling one-off recipes, Gizzi
gives you – the cook – confidence in the kitchen by helping you create the perfect meal every time.
She’ll provide you with techniques and tips that make time spent in the kitchen a real success.
From showing you how to master basic pasta dough and mix marvellous marinades, to making
foolproof pastry and poaching the perfect eggs, Gizzi will ensure that cookery demons are a thing of
the past.

As well as these techniques, Gizzi also adds an extra sparkle to some classic recipes. Whether it’s
sprinkling some rosemary into your millionaire’s shortbread, infusing your chocolate fudge cake with
Earl Grey, or combining old favourites in new ways – such as Mexican chicken tortilla soup – Gizzi’s
Kitchen Magic guarantees you’ll soon be cooking with flair.
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FOR MY MAMA, MARIA, MY BIGGEST INSPIRATION. AS YOU
WILL SEE, THIS BOOK IS FULL OF ERSKINE SPECIALS.

INTRODUCTION

I’ve been cooking for as long as I can remember but I always struggled with some basic
techniques, which I knew I needed to have under my belt. When I was at catering school, I would
become a wreck when we had a pastry-making class. Pastry was my cookery nemesis. The best
pastry is short – crisp and a bit crumbly. The best short pastry is a bugger to roll out, it falls
apart when you try to line a tart case and frankly made steam come out of my ears. But for year
now I have been making my own pastry. I add more egg to it, that’s all, which means I can work
with it, and maybe if Michel Roux was coming for dinner I’d be exposed, but between me, you
and your mates no one is going to know.
So, I decided I wanted to write a cookery book that would address some of the cookery
problems I had faced, including how to make foolproof pastry. My book would have a back-tobasics approach. I wanted to write a book that would complement more advanced cookery book
out there. One that would arm you with the techniques and core recipes that would make cookin
your favourites easier. And so Gizzi’s kitchen magic was born.
However, whilst this book includes techniques, tips and basic recipes, it is also full of
inspirational recipes, which will help you practise some of these techniques, all with my own
‘Gizzi’ stamp on them. Some come from my travels around the world (grilled snapper with chil
and mango sauce, Vietnamese prawns and lemongrass, lamb massaman curry), some inspired b
my favourite London restaurant dishes (black cod with plum miso, Afghan yoghurt chicken,
chicken katsu curry), some Erskine classics (chicken in weeds, Parma ham and sage-wrapped
veal with tomato and spaghetti), and some from my love of being a bit experimental
(millionaire’s shortbread with rosemary-infused salted caramel, Earl Grey chocolate fudge
cake).
So bear with me on these techniques and hopefully they will allow you to approach cooking
with more self-assurance. You’ll be able to face the kitchen with new gusto and, fingers crossed,
some of the magic that I have sprinkled into this book will translate into your own cookery.
Happy cooking!
Gizzi xx

quipment
Understanding a Recipe

Where do you start when it comes to setting up a kitchen? It’s hard to know, and it really
depends on how much you think you’re going to cook, but I hope you’ll agree that having a fairl
well-stocked kitchen is a good idea. You can bet your life that it’s incredibly annoying to
suddenly have the urge to bake cupcakes and not have any cupcake tins or cases to hand.
So, this chapter is all about kitchen basics, including what equipment you need to get started,
what makes a great store cupboard, how to get the best out of a recipe, and how to chop an onion
I’m aware that some of you might be right up there with the Ramsays of the world and be
perfectly adept at chopping an onion, but let me tell you, my mum – my biggest inspiration whe
it comes to food – is hopeless when handling a knife, which goes to show that even experienced
cooks still have something to learn. I also hope that this book will reach a few novices and so I
think it’s important to start at the beginning.

EQUIPMENT

Most of us think ‘basics’ means only pans, knives and the odd spatula, but a well-equipped
working kitchen has a lot more going for it than that. Here’s my guide to what you should have
and why. I know some of these can be expensive, but if you want to cook with conviction they’re
worth the investment.

PANS
Either stainless non-stick, cast iron or, if you’re in a dream world (or mega-rich), copper. Get them in
varying sizes, from a small milk pan (non-stick) right up to a huge stockpot. For a starter set I would
advise going for a large heavy-based 20cm depth x 20cm diameter pan, a medium, 15cm depth x 15cm
pan and a small 10cm deep x 12cm milk pan. Get two sizes of frying pan and go for non-stick. If you
only want one, buy a larger pan. I live by my griddle pan. It’s a fast and healthy way of cooking and
adds heaps of flavour to dishes with the pretty lines it chars into the food. Make sure you get a cast
iron one of these – the others are rubbish.
KNIVES
While it is so tempting to go for those starter sets of knives or for knives from a supermarket, I beg
you – if you go out and spend money on one thing only, let it be knives. You don’t need a huge set:
just a large cook’s knife, a small cook’s knife, a fruit knife, a bread knife and a small paring knife.
What makes a good knife is the quality of the metal. Japanese knives tend to be constructed in the
same way as samurai swords, where the metal is folded over and over to ensure it’s really strong
(cool, eh?!). You can sharpen them yourself at home too, which is a definite benefit.
OTHER KITCHENALIA
A rolling pin: Essential for making pastry dishes. For me the best pins are the same size all
along – so no handles – but again, experiment to see what works best for you.
A pestle and mortar: Great for pounding herbs or spices.
A palette knife: For easing things up, spreading and a whole host of other things.
A fish slice: For lifting things out of a pan.
A slotted spoon: For scooping things out of liquid.
Wooden spoons: For mixing and stirring.
A peeler: For peeling vegetables. A very personal choice, but my favourite is the wide swivel
peeler.
Hand whisks: Get a big one for eggs and a small one for sauces, they are so useful.
Measuring spoons: For accurate baking.
Chopping boards: Wooden or plastic are fine but a solid wooden board tends to last longer.

Scales: Electric ones are more accurate and easier to clean.
Measuring jugs: Plastic or glass, these are essential for liquid quantities.
Baking sheets: For biscuits or to put casseroles or ramekins on. Your kitchen can’t be without
them.
Roasting tin: The more solid the better. The ones with handles are amazing (but expensive).
Cake tins: An 22cm springform cake tin tends to cover all bases, although at least one 20cm
sandwich tin is good to have around too.
A tart or pie tin: You can’t make a quiche or pie without one!

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
Electric hand whisk: If you have ever had to hand-whisk something, you will know why these
are such a kitchen essential. They have so many uses and should be in every kitchen.

A blender/liquidizer: You can buy hand-held versions of these that are excellent value, but
they never quite make things smooth enough. Table-top blenders are fantastic for making reall
smooth soups, purées and sauces.
A food processor: A great all-rounder. The only thing this does not do is whisk. You can get
fantastic mini-processors which are great. You can liquidize in them but they will not get your
food nearly as smooth as a blender would.
A table-top mixer: On all cooks’ wish lists and really helpful for mixing, kneading and
whisking. Shallow as this sounds, they look fantastic too.

KNIFE SKILLS
To chop: The correct way to chop is to draw the knife back and forth across the chopping boar
from tip to base, without taking the knife off the surface, and feed the vegetable through your
chopping motion with the back of your knuckles.

Chopping an onion: Cut the onion in half from the pointy top down to the thick curly root.
Trim the onion of its pointy top and curly bottom, then peel away the dry outer layers. Look at
the onion – the bit where it clusters is the root. Slice into the onion in thin strips without cuttin
into the root. Cut the onion crossways, making sure you keep the distance between each slice
the same. Repeat with the other side of the onion.

Chopping herbs: Chop the herbs roughly first, then place one hand at the front of the blade an
with a backwards/forwards motion chop the herbs into pieces. You can go as fine as you like
here. At catering school we used to have to get parsley like dust – not fun, and pretty ugly if yo
ask me.

DIFFERENT VEGETABLE CUTS
Baton: Cut the vegetable into a 5cm long cubed rectangle, then cut into 8mm strips, then cut
each of these strips into batons.
Julienne: Cut the vegetable into a 5cm long cubed rectangle, then cut into thin strips. Cut the
strips lengthways into julienne matchsticks.

Dicing or chopping: Cut your vegetable into cubes. A rough dice would be large cubes – great
for potatoes. Medium dice would be around a 1cm cube, and small dice around a 5mm cube.

CRUSHING GARLIC
Place an unpeeled garlic clove on your chopping board and slice off the root (the dry bit at the
end). Lay the wide part of a large knife across it and push down so as to crush the garlic enough
to release the skin, which you can now peel off.

There are two ways to crush garlic. Either use a very fine microplane grater and grate the garlic
into a purée, or chop the garlic into small pieces by rocking the knife back and forth over it unt
it is finely chopped. Sprinkle some salt over the garlic, then with the back of the knife press the
pieces up and down to squash them into the salt.

UNDERSTANDING A RECIPE

The more experienced a cook you are, the more you will feel that cookery comes from somewher
within, but when you first start cooking it is worth looking at a recipe in the same way as you
would an instruction manual. As with anything, the more you do it, the more confident you will
get. Soon it becomes second nature and you will be putting your own flair and stamp on recipes.
Here are a few pointers to think of when dissecting a recipe.

Read through the recipe before you start working on it – that way you know exactly what to do
before you do it.
Work out in advance whether you want to work in metric (g/kg) or imperial (lb/oz) weights
(assuming the recipe gives both) and stick to it. The youngsters among us will be going with
metric, which is what I am using in this book.

The same with oven temperatures – look at your oven dial. If it goes from around 100° to 280°
it will be in Celsius, 300° to 600° will be Fahrenheit, and 1 to 8 will be the gas mark. If you
have a fan oven you will need to decrease the temperature by 10°C/20°F or ½ gas mark.
When baking, it is essential that you weigh all your ingredients accurately.
Obvious, but easily done: don’t leave any ingredient out!
Always preheat your oven for at least 10 minutes before cooking. If you put something into a
cold oven it will cook differently from how it will cook if you put it into one at the correct
temperature. It can ruin baking and roasting dishes that you want to serve pink.

Consider investing in some proper teaspoon and tablespoon measures. I know from my cutlery
drawer that spoons come in all shapes and sizes, and at times cookery is such an accurate
science that you’re better off being precise.
Get everything ready in advance. Pretend you’re on your own cookery show and get it prepped
that way you will be sure nothing goes in at the wrong time and it will all be cooked as it
should.
When baking, make sure you use the right size tin.

What I often hear when people find out I’m a food writer is that they don’t feel comfortable
using cookbooks because they never have all the ingredients to hand. While I know that in some
cases there are specific things you need to buy fresh, a well-stocked store cupboard will help yo
make this problem a thing of a past. The other great thing is that on those days when you think
you have no food, your perfect store cupboard means you will be able to make something out o
nothing.

Here’s my guide to the ultimate store cupboard, but you can always start small and build up, th
more confident you become. An avid cook tends to pick things up as they go anyway.

Tins
Chopped tomatoes
Chickpeas
Red kidney beans
una in oil

ars
Anchovies
Capers (I prefer them in vinegar)
Gherkins or cornichons
omato purée
White miso paste

Bottles
Kikkoman soy sauce
hai fish sauce
Oyster sauce
Red wine vinegar
Cider vinegar
herry vinegar
Rice wine vinegar
Olive oil
xtra virgin olive oil
Corn or vegetable oil
nglish mustard
Dijon mustard

Grains, flours & baking
asta and spaghetti
Basmati rice
Risotto rice
lain flour
elf-raising flour
trong flour
Baking powder
Bicarbonate of soda

pices
Ground coriander
Ground cumin
urmeric
Cinnamon
Crushed chillies
moked paprika
aprika
Cayenne
affron

weet
Golden caster sugar
Brown sugar
ight muscovado
cing sugar
Honey
5% dark chocolate

Dried goods
tock cubes or powder
Dried mushrooms
Maldon sea salt
Whole black pepper

resh
Milk
Butter
Double cream
ggs
resh stock
Garlic
Ginger
Chillies
Herbs
emons

imes

oups Tips & Tricks
Accompaniment Ideas
alad Tips & Tricks
Glittering Golden Salad Dressing
My Cheat’s Caesar Salad Dressing

Mexican Chicken Tortilla Soup
osh Tomato Soup with Cappelletti
Gazpacho with King Prawns & Quails’ Eggs
Chicken Satay Noodle Soup
ink Soup with Soured Cream & Chives
Chinese Chicken & Mushroom Soup with Sesame Prawn Toast Croutons
moked Ham & Piccalilli Salad
apanese Rare Roast Beef Salad with Mixed Radishes
ticky Thai Chicken & Mango Salad
Roasted Aubergine, Mint & Yoghurt Salad
an-Fried Halloumi with Black Bean, Avocado & Chilli Salsa
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